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Welcome
aboard! 

Thank you for choosing eBay to grow your cross-border 
business. If you’re new to selling cross-border, the 
journey ahead may seem like quite a challenge.

As part of our eBay New Business Seller program, we 
are committed to entering a partnership with you and 
will provide you with a step-by-step guide to help you 
achieve your first US$ 100,000 on monthly sales through 
our platform.

In this playbook, you’ll find tips, tricks and proven 
strategies used by our top sellers and be privy to insider 
knowledge to be well equipped to win at e-commerce!

To your success!

From all of us at eBay SEA
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Week 1 Week 4Week 2 – 3

• Understand how eBay works
• Set up your eBay account

• Create your first 
10 listings

• Prepare to create your 
first listing on eBay

Month 6-12

• Receive your first 100 customer feedback
• Achieve US$ 100,000 in monthly sales on eBay!

Seller Journey to US$100k: 
Key Milestones
Let’s visualise your seller journey ahead of you

The journey to earning US$ 100,000 a month on eBay is a 
possibility. We have worked with top sellers who have hit the 
US$100,000 a month mark to design this playbook for you.

With 190 markets and 183 million active buyers on eBay, you can 
go global while growing your e-commerce business with us.

Week 5 – 6Week 7

Week 8 – 12

• Create your first 100 listings
• Run promotions to attract traffic to your eBay store

• First item sold! 
What’s next?

• Continuous growth on eBay
• Receive your first 10 customer feedback
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What is the 
New Business 
Seller 
Program?
The New Business Seller Program is a 
special program created by the eBay 
SEA team. This program is tailored 
specifically for SEA MSME business 
owners who want to expand their 
business overseas through the eBay 
platform.

Here are the benefits of joining New Business Seller Program:

A 12-month onboarding and coaching 
program with a dedicated account 
manager

*The default selling limit for new sellers on eBay is 10 items by quantity, and US$ 500 by amount. 
However, as this selling limit is low, it is unlikely for you to scale your business on eBay to US$100K 
in one year. With the New Business Seller program, you can get a 300-fold increase in the 
quantity and amount granted in selling limit, immediately upon acceptance into the program.

Exclusive access to workshops and 
training events focusing on account 
optimisation and business expansion

High fundamental selling limits* to begin 
your selling journey on eBay.
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Who should 
join the New 
Business Seller 
Program?
The New Business Seller Program is open 
to business owners who are selling at their 
own stores, local online marketplaces, 
and/or brick & mortar establishments, 
as well as product manufacturers, brand 
owners, and traders & distributors with a 
Business Registration Certificate. 

Register here to get started:

An eBay account manager will reach out 
to you upon receiving your registration.

You can sell different things on eBay, as long as you are able to ship them overseas. These are 12 of 
the popular item categories.

Electronics

Music Instruments 
& Gear

Home & Living Toy and Hobbies

Business & Industrial 
Equipment

Health & Beauty

Collectables and Arts 
& Crafts

Clothing, Shoes and 
Accessories

Sporting Goods Jewellery, Gems and 
Watches

Automotive Parts 
& Accessories

Kids & Babies
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Week 1:
Getting started 
with eBay

Introduction

What’s inside?

In your first week, we will help 
you understand the basics of 
eBay and how to start selling on 
our platform.

By the end of this week, you’ll 
know:
• Which eBay site you should 

sell on as a beginner

• The fees charged when 
selling on eBay

• How to create an eBay 
account for SEA sellers

Welcome to

Understanding eBay sites

Understanding eBay fees

Creating your seller account

Getting verified

01

02

03

04
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Understanding eBay’s sites
Which should you start selling on?

On eBay, there are two types of sites: global and domestic.

Global sites include:

      eBay US

      eBay Australia

      eBay UK

      eBay Germany

Domestic sites include:

      eBay Malaysia

      eBay Singapore

      eBay Phillippines

01
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Key ways to differentiate which site you are selling 
or listing on:

While the focus is on international sites, you will be 
required to register your account with eBay Singapore 
first. This will entitle you to eBay’s local customer 
support service and account manager support. Our 
customer service team operates from 9am to 6pm 
MYT / SGT (GMT+8)

Take Note

Understanding eBay’s sites
Which should you start selling on?

01

Transacted currency is based on the sites you sell on

USD AUD SGD MYR PHP

For beginners, getting started 
on eBay US is the easiest. This is 
because of:

*De minimis is a valuation ceiling for goods 
below which no duty or tax is charged 
and clearance procedures are minimal 
(International Chamber of Commerce)

Lower barriers of entry

English as buyers’ 
main language

Lower fees with first 
200 listings provided 
for free

Large target audience 
of buyers in the US and 
globally

Higher de minimis* 
value thresholds for 
import goods

You may also opt to sell on eBay Australia. 
Here are some key information for you:

You can expand your business to eBay 
UK and eBay Germany once you have 
grown your eBay US or eBay Australia 
account and are more equipped for 
cross-border selling.

Your main buyers will be from 
Australia and New Zealand

The de minimis threshold for 
imported goods are high

Your success rate will depend 
on your product categories and 
price competitiveness

Website URL

ebay.com.sg ebay.phebay.com.my

ebay.com ebay.com.au ebay.deebay.co.uk

GBP EUR
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Understanding eBay’s fees02
How much does it cost to sell on eBay?

There are three main fees you need to know about when you sell on any of eBay’s sites:

Insertion Fee

This is a fixed fee 
you get charged with 
when you list an item 

on eBay.

Final Value Fee

This is a variable fee you 
get charged with when 
you successfully sell an 
item on eBay. The final 

value fee is a percentage 
(%) of your sales.

Payment Gateway Fee

This is a variable payment 
gateway fee which is charged 
as a percentage of your sales. 

PayPal is currently the only 
payment gateway that SEA 

sellers can use.

The exact insertion or percentage 
of final value fee charged will vary 
depending on the site you list on. 
Do check out the exact fee on the 
site you are planning to list on.

Take Note
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For the purpose of this playbook, here’s sharing the fees incurred for listings on eBay US.

Store subscribers are entitled to 
more benefits including:

• More listings with free insertion 
fee

• Lower final value fee

We recommend subscribing to a 
store package if you have many 
items to sell because:

• It is cost saving

• You can decorate your own 
virtual eBay store

• You can run marketing 
promotions and market 
research with Terapeak

Good to Know!

Type of fee Payment amount

Insertion Fee

Final Value Fee

Payment 
Gateway Fee

US$ 0.35 per listing

• First 200 listings are free

• Get additional free listings with an eBay store

About 10% of the total item and shipping prices

• With an eBay store, the range is between 4.00 – 9.15% 
depending on the item category

4.40% plus a fixed fee as follows:

• SG & ID seller: US$ 0.50

• PH seller: PHP 15.00

• MY seller: US$ 0.30

• TH seller: THB 11.00

PayPal’s rates may change. For more information, please visit 
their website.

Understanding eBay’s fees02
How much does it cost to sell on eBay?
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Creating your seller account03

Now, let’s get you started with own eBay seller account. Here’s a step-by-step guide to help 
you do that.

Create an eBay account with 
eBay Singapore at ebay.com.sg

Create and verify your PayPal 
account, or you can use your 
existing PayPal account too.

Set up an automatic payment 
method on eBay by linking your 
credit card*.

*eBay fees will be deducted 
monthly from your card on file

Step 1

Step 2

Step 4

Link your PayPal account to your 
eBay account.

• eBay doesn’t hold any money 
from your buyer.

• The payment goes directly into 
your PayPal wallet minus the 
PayPal fees.

Step 3

View more here:
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Supporting documents are needed to ensure your account is whitelisted - 
you will have a higher selling limit to kickstart your sales.

Here’s a checklist for you to ensure you miss nothing out:

Coloured copy of your identification card or passport – 
same as your registered name on eBay

Business Registration certificate – same as your 
registered business name on eBay

Coloured copies of your utility bills from the past three 
months – same as your registered name/business and 
address on eBay

Supplier invoice – from the past three months with the 
products you intend to sell on eBay

Screenshot of your eBay ID

Once the above are submitted, the last thing you’ll need to do is wait for 
good news from our team. Meanwhile, you can start preparing for the next 
steps!

You can submit your documents here:

Submit documents for verification04

To-do list

Create an eBay account

Decide on a global eBay site to start selling

Link your PayPal account and credit card to eBay

Submit your documents for verification

To-do list for Week 1

Now that you have set up your seller account, it’s time 
to get it verified to begin your eBay selling journey!
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Weeks 2 – 3: 
Preparing for Your 
Journey Ahead

Introduction

What’s inside?

Here, you will learn how to prepare 
yourself for the journey ahead as you wait 
for your eBay account to be verified. 

By the end of these 2 weeks, you’ll know:

• How to conduct market research to 
find the best products to sell

• How to improve your listing visibility 
with eBay Best Match
 - Relevance
 - Ranking

• How to pick the best shipping solution 
for your cross-border business

Market research: A how-to guide

Understanding eBay Best Match

Choosing a suitable cross-border shipping solution

01

02

03

Welcome to
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Market research: A how-to guide

Through reliable market research, you’ll be able to identify your best 
products to reach your sales goals on eBay in the shortest time possible.

Market research helps you:

01

Manual Search

Here are two ways to help you optimise your 
listings and how you can leverage them:

Do a manual search for your product keywords at 
a global site.

Terapeak (built-in eBay seller hub)

An exclusive eBay insights tool that shows you 
how your competitors are doing, how they are 
doing, and how you can improve your listings on 
eBay.

Market research

Understand customer 
demands and do 

competitor research

Focus on 
your USP

Shortlist your best 
products to sell

Have a competitive 
pricing structure

Start listing on eBay

Have a competitive advantage in terms of pricing

Gauge if there are any demands for your products

Understand what your unique selling point (USP) is

Select your best products to sell to ensure you get 
the highest returns
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The eBay Best Match is key 
to helping you improve your 
listing visibility on eBay. It is 
our in-built algorithm that 
consists of two parts:

The higher you rank, the better 
your chances of being found 
by buyers searching for your 
type of product.

Understanding eBay Best Match02
Relevance and Ranking

Relevance

What

How 

Determines if your listing will 
appear when a potential buyer 
searches for a product similar 
to yours on eBay.

• eBay checks your title, 
category and item specifics

• eBay evaluates how closely 
the listing matches the 
buyer’s search term

• eBay decides if your listing 
will be included in the 
search result or not

Ranking

What

How 

Determines the placement of 
your products. The aim is to be 
on the first page of a search 
result.

eBay looks into:

• Item price

• Item popularity

• Listing quality

• The service level provided

• Your track record as a seller

Ranking

Relevance
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We believe that happy buyers are 
more likely to be repeat buyers. 
The goal of eBay Best Match is to 
increase sales and improve online 
shopping experiences.

Think of it as matchmaking between 
a buyer and the items they are most 
likely to buy.

Additionally, through eBay’s 
built-in Promotions Manager tool 
and Promoted Listing tool, you 
can further increase your listing 
visibility.

This will be covered in weeks 5-6.

How do you leverage eBay 
Best Match’s Relevance and 
Ranking to help you improve 
your listing visibility to drive 
sales?

Here are the best practices to follow:

Write effective listing titles that 
contain relevant and popular 

keywords

Upload multiple high-quality 
photos, preferably 6 or more

Fill up as many item specifics 
as possible

Offer competitive pricing, 
bundle in free shipping, and 

accept returns

Use correct product identifiers 
so buyers can search for you

Write a detailed item 
description to set clear 

expectations for your product

List in the correct category 
or use the Right Product 

Catalogue by eBay

1

3

2

4

6

5

7
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For your reference, cross-border shipping solutions from SEA can be 
generalised into three types:

*Pricing and Reliability are relative of other services and depends on individual 
shipping partners

Choosing a suitable cross-border shipping solution03
It is important to register for a suitable shipping solution that will enable you to ship cross-border.

Which shipping solution is typically 
used by top sellers?

It depends on:

If you do not have a logistics provider 
currently, reach out to your Account 
Manager at eBay and we will refer 
you to one of our trusted shipping 
partners for preferential rates.

Take Note

Service 
types Shipping Duration  Pricing* Reliability* 

eBay 
Dropdown 
option

Postal 11-23 business days Lower Lower Economy

Standard 5-10 business days Medium Medium  Standard

Express 1-10 business days Higher  Higher Expedited

Weight of items

Selling price

Velocity of sales of the items listed

Shipping rates
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Steps to reading a rate card

How to read a rate card

Alternatively, you can choose to warehouse your items at a destination country. Warehousing costs to consider

1. Identify the main destination 
country zone

E.g. If you are listing on eBay US, 
the country that you should be 
looking for is the US.

2. Look for the weight of your item 

The price corresponding to the 
weight at the indicated zone is the 
shipping cost.

First mile delivery fee

Import duties and taxes (if applicable)

Pick and pack cost

Last mile delivery fee

Storage fee

If you require a warehousing solution, please 
reach out to your Account Manager.

Sellers can opt to warehouse selected items instead of shipping them directly from SEA. For example:

Rate cards from a logistics provider usually 
consist of two things:

Zone*

Weight

*Groups of 
countries 
categorised in 
different zones

Actual Weight Volumetric Weight

1

2

Most couriers would charge based on 
whichever is heavier. It is best to reach out to 
your shipping provider for more information.

Weight 
(Kg)

0.5 62.00 99.00 110.00

1.0 83.00 133.00 146.00

1.5 104.00 167.00 184.00

2.0 125.00 201.00 222.00

Zone A Zone B Zone C

Courier Company Rate Card

Light weight items with low selling price but 
high velocity of sales

Health & 
beauty

USB Cable Toys

Heavy and bulky items

Mattress Car rim Chairs
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To-do list

Do a thorough and relevant market research

Identify the inventories to be listed on eBay

Prepare your product information by following 
eBay’s best practices

Choose a suitable cross-border shipping solution

To-do list for Week 2 and 3
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Week 4: 
Create your first 
10 listings

Introduction

What’s inside?

Now that your eBay account has 
been verified, you can start listing 
your first 10 items on eBay.

By the end of this week, you’ll know:

• How to subscribe to eBay Seller 
Hub

• How to set up your eBay policies

• How to list your first item

Subscribing to eBay Seller Hub

Basic account and business policies setup

Listing guide

01

02

03

Welcome to
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After your account is ready, 
subscribe to eBay Seller Hub and 
enjoy centralised access to tools 
which will help you:

Subscribing to eBay Seller Hub01

Create listings faster with a 
streamlined tool. Take care 

of orders with just a few 
clicks.

Get competitive insights to 
help optimize your listings. 

See what the competition is 
doing and how you compare.

See your daily sales trends 
and identify your top 

performers. Learn how 
buyers find your products.

Boost your sales with 
powerful, easy-to-use 

marketing and promotion 
tools.

What’s great about eBay Seller Hub

Listings and Orders

Manage your 
listings

Listing guidance

View payouts

Detailed sales info

Monitor your 
business

Marketing

Analyse business 
performance
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Basic Account and Business Policies Setup02

By ticking on this option, your listing will remain active until the quantity 
is increased. This allows you to keep your listing history, which will help in 
listing visibility.

Click on My eBay > Account > Site Preferences Tick on “Yes” to enable out-of-stock option and 
“Apply” to the listing

STEP 2STEP 1
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How they can pay you

How long will it take you to ship an item

The delivery services you offer

If returns are accepted

Alternatively, you can setup your business policies 
through this link:

www.bizpolicy.ebay.com/businesspolicy/manage

Business policies are important to let buyers know:You should set up your Business Policies after activating your 
Out of Stock option

STEP 3
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Click on “Create policy” and choose “Shipping” from the dropdown to 
create a shipping policy

Name your shipping policy and include a description for your own 
reference

STEP 1 STEP 2

Shipping Policies

Using Express shipping for items weighing 
500 gram
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Under “U.S. shipping” set “Flat same cost to all 
buyers” from dropdown.

This segment is for delivery to US buyers.

Select relevant services based on your 
delivery timeframe

STEP 3

STEP 4

Enable “Free shipping”

Select handling time* between 1 – 3 business days.

*Handling time means the time needed for logistic 
providers to provide the first pick-up scan after 
you have received the order from buyers.

STEP 5

STEP 6

5

3

4

6

Economy shipping 11 – 23 business days

Standard shipping 5 – 10 business days

Expedited shipping 1-4 business days
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For international shipping*, select “Flat: same cost to all buyers”.

*International shipping means the buyers are based in other 
countries except the US

Select international shipping destination based on custom 
location feature.

You may choose worldwide, or choose a custom location your 
service providers can ship to, for example: Asia and Australia

STEP 7

STEP 8

Exclude APO/FPO and PO Box as no one will be 
there to physically collect the item.

Click on the region to choose to exclude some 
countries.

STEP 9

STEP 10

8

7

9

9

10
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Click on “Create policy” and choose “Return” from the dropdown to 
create a return policy

Name your return policy and description accordingly

Fill up your return policy.

Accept 30 days free return to get higher search ranking

STEP 1 STEP 2

STEP 3

Return Policies

2

3

1
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Click on “Create policy” and choose “Payment” from the dropdown to 
create a payment policy

Name your payment policy and description accordingly

Select PayPal as your payment option

Fill up your valid PayPal address & select “Require immediate 
payment”

STEP 1 STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

Payment Policies

2

1

3

4
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Part 1: Getting started
Sign in to your Seller Hub at eBay US site to create your first listing:

Enter the name of your product

STEP 1 STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

Click on “Listings” > Select “Create listing” in the dropdown menu

Click on “Get Started”.

Select the relevant category for your product in the dropdown menu

2

3

4

1

Listing Guide03
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Or select the product details in the fields on the left.Select a similar product in the eBay catalogue to help you create the listing faster.

STEP 5
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Now that you’ve created your listing, it’s time to complete it with details to make it easier to find on eBay. Here’s how you can do that.

You have an option of including a subtitle which comes with 
extra charges.

Let’s begin with the product title. 
Make sure it is between 65 to 80 characters long.

STEP 1 STEP 2

The titles must contain important keywords that will help buyers 
search for your item. These include:

• Brand name
• Model name and number
• Key features
• Specifications

Dave Wilson Chronograph Leather Wa

Create variations

Listing details

Title

Stand out with a bold title in search results ($3.00)

Subtitle
($1.00)

Custom label
(SKU)

Category Jewelry & Watches > Watches, Parts & Accessories Change

Add a second categorySecond Category

Ifyouse llmul tiplevariations ofyourVariations

Dave Wilson Chronograph Leather Wa

Create variations

Listing details

Title

Stand out with a bold title in search results ($3.00)

Subtitle
($1.00)

Custom label
(SKU)

Category Jewelry & Watches > Watches, Parts & Accessories Change

Add a second categorySecond Category

Ifyouse llmul tiplevariations ofyourVariations

Part 2: Listing details

Create your listing Create your listing
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Add a Custom SKU Label for personal tracking This is where you can adjust the product category if necessary. You 
can add a second category to boost your listing visiblity too. This 
comes with extra charges.

STEP 3 STEP 4

Dave Wilson Chronograph Leather Wa

Create variations

Listing details

Title

Stand out with a bold title in search results ($3.00)

Subtitle
($1.00)

Custom label
(SKU)

Category Jewelry & Watches > Watches, Parts & Accessories Change

Add a second categorySecond Category

Ifyouse llmul tiplevariations ofyourVariations

Dave Wilson Chronograph Leather Wa

Create variations

Listing details

Title

Stand out with a bold title in search results ($3.00)

Subtitle
($1.00)

Custom label
(SKU)

Category Jewelry & Watches > Watches, Parts & Accessories Change

Add a second categorySecond Category

Ifyouse llmul tiplevariations ofyourVariations

WATCH-BLK88 WATCH-BLK88
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For products with multiple options such as colours, sizes and materials, 
you can create variations.

If you are selling branded items, be sure to key in your item’s Universal 
Product Code (UPC).

UPC is a 12-digit number uniquely assigned to each trade item.

*For generic products, you can select “Does Not Apply”

The UPC will help your product appear in relevant buyer searches. Be 
sure not to leave this blank.

STEP 5 STEP 6

076785162

Do not create additional listings to showcase different variations of the 
same item.

Dave Wilson Chronograph Leather Wa

Create variations

Listing details

Title

Stand out with a bold title in search results ($3.00)

Subtitle
($1.00)

Custom label
(SKU)

Category Jewelry & Watches > Watches, Parts & Accessories Change

Add a second categorySecond Category

Ifyouse llmul tiplevariations ofyourVariations
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Select the condition of your item from the dropdown: Upload at least 6 clear photos of your product from multiple angles. 
The recommended resolution is 1000 x 1000 pixels.

Be honest about the condition of your item to prevent disputes with 
your buyers later on.

STEP 7 STEP 8

076785162 076785162
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Add your product’s Manufacturer Part Number (MPN). Select “Does Not 
Apply” if your product does not have an MPN. Please do not leave this blank.

Include as much information as possible under Item Specifics.

STEP 9 STEP 10

eBay matches buyer searches based on the details you key-in.

*

*

*

*

Some items specifics are marked with an asterisk ( *). 
This means that they are mandatory to be filled in.
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Under “Item description”, enter clear, concise and accurate descriptions 
about your item.

More than half of the sales on eBay come through mobile. Click on the 
mobile-friendly checker to optimise your listing and make it look great 
on mobile.

STEP 11 STEP 12

Please do not include JavaScript, your contact information, or website 
link in the item description as this violates eBay policy
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Select to sell your product at a Fixed Price. You may choose Auction if 
you would like buyers to bid for your item.

Next, add in your selling details.

Part 3: Selling details

STEP 1 STEP 2

If your listing is on eBay US, ensure that your selling price is in the 
correct currency.

If you choose Auction, you’d need to select the listing duration of 
1, 3, 5, 7 or 10 days

You can opt for Best Offer if you want to let buyers make offers to you
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Ensure the quantity stated is accurate to avoid an out-of-stock 
situation

STEP 3

On your listing page, select the right business policies, item location 
and list your package weight.

STEP 4

Since the fees on different eBay sites will have different fees, ensure it is 
correct based on the site you are listing on
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Once your first listing is up, 
you can create more listings 
for other SKUs by following the 
same steps, or by clicking on 
“Sell similar” button.

For each listing, you will need 
to modify the information to 
clearly describe the item that 
you are selling.

Alternatively, you may also 
create listings by bulk by 
clicking on “Create listing” 
and pick the drop-down for 
“multiple listing”.

Part 4: Creating more listings
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Week 4 Action Steps

Subscribe to eBay Seller Hub

Enable out of stock option

Create your Business Policies

Create your listings

To-do list for Week 4
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Weeks 5 - 6: 
Creating your 
first 100 listings 
and running 
promotions

Introduction

What’s inside?

Over these next two weeks, we will help 
you create your first 100 listings and 
market your products on eBay.

Here are the things you will be learning:

• An automated way of listing a larger 
number of SKUs

• The value of Promotions Manager

• Understanding Promoted Listings

Alternative methods to list on eBay

Run Promotions Manager to drive traffic and increase sales

Boost your visibility with Promoted Listings

01

02

03

Welcome to
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Alternative methods to list on eBay

Use an Existing API Integration
a. Marketplace to eBay

01

If you have an existing local e-commerce marketplace 
store and aim to port your listings over to eBay, you can 
do so seamlessly with third-party tools such as Viewider.

b. Store to eBay

If you are a store owner, you can use third-party tools with existing API 
integration with eBay for product syncing.

There are many third-party tools 
in the market you can use to sync 
and upload products from your 
store to eBay seamlessly.

You can search for them online 
or engage with your Account 
Manager for best advice.

For Shopify store owners, you can 
opt for tools like these:
• TradeGecko
• Crescodata
• Viewider

Some local e-commerce store 
solutions can sync your products 
to eBay directly. These include:
• Sitegiant
• Webshaper

Third-party tools can help with 
syncing your products to eBay 
but you will still need to edit 
your listings to fit the Best Match 
Relevance and Ranking algorithm 
to ensure they have the best 
chances of being featured to 
potential buyers.

Take Note

01 02 03

If you are a store owner with a lot of SKUs, it can be very time-consuming to manually list your items on eBay one by one. 
Thankfully, there are easier ways to list all your SKUs on eBay in the fraction of the time.
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Use a Custom API 
integration
If you own a store and have a 
technical team in-house that can 
build an API integration, you can 
create listings on eBay by using a 
custom API.

eBay’s selling APIs enable retailers 
to manage all aspects of their eBay 
business by programmatically 
integrating with eBay’s selling 
infrastructure.

These include end-to-end capabilities for:

Inventory and listing 
management

Performance reports

Order management 
and fulfilment

eBay metadata
• Site
• Category
• Catalogue

Post-order process 
management
• Returns
• Refunds
• Cancellations

Marketing campaign 
management

Managing 
communications with 
buyers and eBay

Get your set of APIs here:

https://developer.ebay.com/products/sell
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This quick and easy tool enables you to market your merchandise like a pro.

Promotions Manager helps you create special offers that can encourage buyers to buy and spend more on their orders from you. 
Best of all, it’s free for Stores subscribers.

Using Promotions Manager helps 
your items stand out in search 

results, increasing visits to your 
promotion page and exposing 

more of your inventory.

When you group related items 
together, buyers spend more time 

shopping for your items, increasing 
the likelihood of a purchase.

eBay actively promotes various 
categories during relevant times of 

the year. Use Promotions Manager to 
highlight relevant merchandise and 

convert the extra traffic to customers.

Stand out from the crowd Showcase relevant items Attract buyers at the right time

Run Promotions Manager to drive traffic 
and increase sales

02

Why are Promotions on eBay important?

14
FEB
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With enough SKUs on eBay, consider running promotion campaigns to attract qualified traffic to your listings and eBay store by offering 
viewers deals that are too hard to resist.

There are multiple types of promotion mechanisms you can run on eBay. Let’s take a look at some of the most popular ones:

Incentivise buyers 
to spend more in 

your store by setting 
minimum order-size 

discounts.

Let buyers save on 
shipping when they 

buy more.

Create a markdown 
sale event with 

Promotions Manager 
in categories you 

choose.

Incentivise buyers to 
buy more quantities of 
your items by setting 

meaningful discounts on 
multi-quantity purchases.

Create coupons 
with unique URLs, 

then share them with 
buyers via social 
media and email.

Order size 
discounts

Shipping 
discounts

Markdown sale 
event

Volume 
pricing

Codeless 
coupons

Converting viewers into buyers
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Accessing Promotions with SellerHub Tips for creating successful order discount offers:

Find “Promotions” in the left navigation or view 
your dashboard preview down the main page

Click on the marketing tab within Seller Hub

Creating an Order Size Discount

Getting Started

Overview

Merchandising

Promotions

Markdown 

manager

Branding

Branding

Branding

Store

Store

Store

Orders Listings Marketing Growth Performance

1

2

EXTRA 15% OFF 
WHEN YOU BUY 
3 OR MORE

See all eligible items

STEP 1

STEP 2
• Use order size discounts when you have similar margins 

across products or categories.

• In general, buyers respond better to a percentage off 
over a dollar amount discount.

• Make sure a dollars-off discount does not exceed the 
price of the least expensive item in the promotion (unless 
you intend to give items away for free as part of your 
promotion).

• Set thresholds slightly above your average order size or 
average order value to encourage buyers to spend more 
and buy more items.
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Choose the main category that you’d like to promote.

Pick your promotion strategy – promoting new 
inventory, promoting during holidays or seasons, 
or liquidating older items

This step can be skipped

Review our recommended offers based on your 
selected strategy

Click “show all offers” if the recommended offers 
do not meet your needs

The number fields are editable, so choose the 
right promotion dollar or percentage amount for 
your item.

STEP 3 STEP 5

STEP 4 STEP 6

Setting Your Strategy

Introduce new items
Attract buyers at 
peak shopping 

times
Move older items

What do you want to promote

Select items Review & LaunchSet offer type

1 2 3

Choose product line

Define Your Offer

Quality

Extra

Buy 1, get 1 at 20% off

% off when you buy



20 2
3

5

6

4
Save $10 when you buy 1 or more

Show all offers



Select items Review & LaunchSet offer type

1 2 3
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Select the inventory either individually 
(by selecting items) or by categories (creating rules)

You can easily view which items will be added to 
your promotion

Add offer name (this will not be seen by buyers)

Provide more details on the offer 
(this will be seen by buyers)

Set the date range for your promotion

Check your images and review spelling and accuracy

Launch your offer then view it via your dashboard

STEP 7 STEP 8

STEP 9

STEP 10

STEP 11

STEP 12

Pick Your Inventory

Review Your Offer

How do you want to add items to your offer

Review your offer

By selecting items
500 items max

Select inventory either  

ally (by selectin

Select items

By creating rules
no item limit

Select inventory either  

ally (by selectin

Create rules

Offer name

Offer type Extra 20% off when you buy 2+

Dec 15   Dec 31  Start now 12:00 am

on Spring Garden Equipment

Offer range

Offer image

Launch

8

9

10

11

12

7

Select items Review & LaunchSet offer type

1 2 3

Select items Review & LaunchSet offer type

1 2 3
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 Understand your overall promotion performance  Use the search box to quickly find offers

 Base sales    sales without an activated promotion  Filter by offer type and status

 Promotion sales    sales with an activated promotion  See each promos performance

 Sales lift    promotion sales over total sales  Download reports 

Dashboard and Reporting

82.1%
Sales lift

Base sales

Total sales
Total sales Promotio

Promotio sales Total

$143.50

$143.50

Promotion sales

Sales lift

$656.00

82.1%

Track your offers

All offers Status Search by promotion name

Promotion

Fashion Apparel

Electronic Part

Type

Order discount

Shipping discount

Status

Active

Active

Range

Oct 8-Oct 15

Oct 8-Oct 15

$

264.0

264.0

%

75

75

View your promotion result in your dashboard

Things you should know about:
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Boost your visibility with Promoted Listings03

Promoted Listings help your items stand out among billions of listings on eBay and be seen by millions of active buyers when they’re browsing 
and searching for what you are selling, helping to increase the likelihood of a sale.

The best part? You only pay when your item sells.

Promoted Listings is available to Above Standard and Top Rated sellers with recent sales activity.

Key benefits

What is Promoted Listings?

Your items have a higher 
chance of being sold when 

more people see them. 
Promoted listings boosts 

visibility by up to 36%!

Our guidance tools help 
suggest which items to 

promote and at what cost.

You’re not charged until a 
buyer clicks on your promoted 

listing and purchases the 
promoted item within 30 days.

Access detailed campaign 
metrics and sales reports to 
monitor your performance.

Boost visibility Guided set-upPay only for sales Detailed reporting
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Click on “Create new campaign” Choose to either promote listings 
individually or in bulk.

Promote using campaign manager in 3 easy 
steps:

           Select the listings available to promote.

           Set your ad rate.

           Review and launch your campaign.

Creating a promoted listing campaign

Promote using campaign manager

Set ad rate Review & launchSelect listings

1 2 3

Promote from within Seller

Promote 

wia fro2m

Promote 

wia fro2m

ller

ller

Promote your listings in bulk

Promote 

wia45

Promote 

wia45

Promote 

wia45

or

Select listings individually Select listings in bulk

STEP 1 STEP 3STEP 2

Seller Hub

Overview

Merchandi

Promoted 
listings

Promoted listings

Markdown 

manager

Branding

Branding Branding

Branding Branding

Store

Store

Store Store

Store

Store Store

Orders Listings Marketing Growth

Create new 
campaign

1

2

3
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To-do list for Week 5-6

To-do list

List your first 100 listings on eBay

Use Promotions Manager to attract traffic

Set up promoted listings
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Week 7

eBay
Business Seller
Playbook

You’ve sold your 
first item!
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Week 7: 
You’ve sold your 
first item!
So, what next?

Introduction What’s inside?

Now that you’ve sold your first item, it’s 
time to learn how to handle orders as 
they come in. You’ll learn when to pack 
and ship your items, as well as upload 
the tracking number into eBay’s system.

This week, we will guide you on:
• Sending items to your customers
• Ensuring the shipment is tracked

Packing and shipping your item

Uploading the tracking number and courier service used 
on an eBay order

Introducing eBay SEAPaSS

01

02 

03

Welcome to
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eBay provides a range of services to sellers which make shipping a 
hassle-free process for both sellers and buyers.

Once you have received your first order, it’s important that you have 
available stock, and work towards shipping it out within the stated 
handling time.

If you had stated on your listing that orders will be shipped out within 3 
business days, make sure that the item is:

Packed properly for the 
long journey ahead.

Your courier partner has picked it 
up and taken the Acceptance Scan 

(A-Scan) by the 3rd business day.

Packing and Shipping Your Item01

1 2

A-Scan is an electronic record acknowledging 
the acceptance of your parcel by the shipping 
carrier.

Not all A-Scans happen the moment you hand 
the parcel over to your shipping carrier. Your 
carrier might only A-Scan it at their consolidation 
centre which adds an extra day or two to your 
Handling Time.

Do confirm with them about this as you can 
only “mark as shipped” after the A-Scan is 
performed.

What is an Acceptance 
Scan (A-Scan)?
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Once you’ve packed and shipped the item, you can now proceed to uploading 
the tracking number and logistic courier name on the order itself. This way, 
your buyer can track the status of the item on their eBay portal.

You’ll need to update the status as 
“marked as shipped”.

Use an end-to-end tracking 
service to minimise back and forth 
communications with your buyers 
on the whereabouts of their order.

Always ensure your buyer receives 
the order before the Estimated 
Delivery Date (EDD).

If you know you’ll miss your EDD 
due to unforeseen delays like bad 
weather, be proactive and inform 
your buyer as soon as possible.

A parcel is only considered 
“Delivered” after a valid Delivery 
Scan (D-Scan) recording.

A D-Scan is an electronic record indicating that 
your parcel has been delivered and accepted by 
your buyer.

We highly recommend this option to avoid 
disputes on whether the item was received and 
when the item was received.

This is a way to track your shipping carrier’s 
performance too.

Uploading the tracking number and courier 
service used on eBay order

02

A tracking number also helps to 
ensure you are protected from 
fraudulent buyers, unwarranted 
bad feedback ratings or even 
financial losses.

Good to Know!

Delivered
Thu, Sep 19

Out for deliveryIn transit

What is a Delivery Scan 
(D-Scan)?

1

2
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• Registered Article/Mail
• Speedpost
• ePacket

• International Registered Article/Mail
• EMS
• ePacket

• FedEx International First
• FedEx International Priority
• FedEx International Economy

• DHL Express Services

• DHL Parcel International Direct
• DHL Packet International Standard
• DHL Packet Plus International Standard
• DHL Parcel International Direct Expedited

• Registered Article/Mail
• International Small Package (Tracked)
• International Air Parcel

• UPS Worldwide Express
• UPS Worldwide Express Saver
• UPS Worldwide Express Expedited

• Priority Mail Express International
• Priority Mail International

Carrier Name 
for eBay system: 
Singapore Post

Carrier Name 
for eBay system:  
Thailand Post

Carrier Name 
for eBay system:  
FedEx

Carrier Name 
for eBay system: 
DHL

Carrier Name 
for eBay system: 
DHL eCommerce

Carrier Name for 
eBay system:  
Pos Malaysia

Carrier Name for 
eBay system:  
UPS

Carrier Name for 
eBay system:  
USPS

List of recommended shipping services

Singapore Post

Thailand Post

FedEx

DHL Express

DHL eCommerce

Malaysia Post

UPS

USPS

Regardless of the service you use, be sure to input the correct carrier 
name into the eBay system. This is to ensure that the tracking status 
will be shown to buyers for them to track their respective parcels.

Take Note
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eBay’s SEAPaSS (South East Asia Parcel Shipping Solution) is a one-platform solution 
that allows you to automate and scale your order fulfilment processes through an 
efficient and seamless workflow.

SEAPaSS enables you to manage all your accounts online and in one place, 
giving you the option of viewing orders from one or all of your accounts.

Sign-in to SEAPaSS to automate your business today.

https://seapass.ebay.com/

Integrated Carrier 1-click upload 
tracking number

Automatic shipping 
label printing

Automated 
tracking update

Why SEAPaSS

Introducing eBay SEAPaSS03

Free, Safe and Secure

SEAPass is only available in Singapore, 
Malaysia and Thailand at this point in time.

Take Note
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To-do list for Week 7

To-do list

Pack and ship your item within the handling time

Upload the tracking number and courier company on eBay

Use SEAPaSS to automate and scale your order fulfilment
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Weeks 8 - 12

eBay
Business Seller
Playbook

Understand eBay seller 
performance standards 

and return management
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Weeks 8 - 12: 
Understand eBay 
seller performance 
standards and return 
management

Introduction
What’s inside?

Now that you’ve 10 items or more, over 
the next 5 weeks, we’ll explore the 
following:

• eBay Seller Performance Standard
• Maintaining your eBay SPS
• Return management

Understanding eBay Seller Performance Standard (SPS)

Maintaining your Seller Performance Standard (SPS) 

How to manage returns

01

02

03

Welcome to
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Understanding eBay Seller Performance 
Standard (SPS)

01

Like a personal report card, this is an evaluation of whether you’ve been consistently providing excellent customer service to your buyers.

You can keep track of your performance through the performance tab within Seller Hub.

Your seller level is assessed on the 20th of every month.

Based on your performance, you’ll be assigned one of the following seller levels:

You’re meeting our 
minimum standard for 
sellers and looking after 
your customers well.

Above standard

Top rated

You’re one of the best sellers on eBay.

You provide an exceptional quality of 
customer service, and are meeting 
minimum sales requirements.

If you’re a Top Rated Seller, you’re 
also eligible for the Top Rated Plus 
listing benefits as long as you meet 
the listing qualifications.

You’re not meeting one 
or more of our minimum 
requirements for customer 
service quality.

Below standard
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We take seller performance standards seriously. Falling below standards will lead to penalties, while maintaining top rated level 
will lead to increased visibility and discounted eBay fees. 

The table below explains how SPS would impact your eBay business.

Immediate 20-50% drop in visibility 
of your listings

Approximately 20% increase in visibility of 
your listingsSell as per normal

 Below Standard (BSTD)  eBay Top Rated Seller Above Standard (ASTD)

From Q2 2017, BSTD sellers will pay 
2% additional Final Value Fees on their 
transactions (i.e. 2% more than ASTD 
sellers)

10% off Final Value Fees on your 
transactions offering 1 day handling time 
and > 30 days of free returns

No penalties or benefits

If your Standards do not improve month-
on-month, you may face selling restrictions Top Rated seal displayed on your listings

If you stay BSTD for > 60 days, your 
Premium or Anchor Store may be 
downgraded to Basic
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The table below illustrates how evaluations are made based on your selling practices.

eBay also evaluates SPS from different regions that sellers sell to, such as “US”, “UK & Ireland”, 
“Germany, Austria and Switzerland” and “Global”.

To maintain an excellent SPS, do ensure that you are in Above Standard in all regions that you sell in.

Take Note

Transaction defect rate
• Seller initiated transaction cancellation 

(Out of Stock)
• Cases closed without seller resolution
• Item Not Received (INR)
• Item Not as Described (INAD)

Maximum of 5% transactions with buyers 
whose addresses are registered to a 
specific region

Maximum of 2% transactions with buyers 
whose addresses are registered to a 
specific region

 Factor  Top Rated Above Standard

Late shipment rate ≤ 3%

Cases closed without seller resolution
• Item Not Received (INR)
• Item Not as Described (INAD)

0.3% of transactions with buyers whose 
addresses are registered to a specific 
region

0.3% of transactions with buyers whose 
addresses are registered to a specific 
region

Tracking uploaded on time and validated 95%
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The length of time we look at in each 
evaluation depends on how many 
recent transactions you’ve had in the 
last 3 months.

Here’s an example on how the 
monthly evaluation works.

Let’s say today is 20th March 2021, 
and you have had a total of 1,000 
transactions in the past 3 months 
from 1st Dec to 28th Feb. But you only 
had 200 transactions with buyers 
registered in the US.

In this case, for the March US 
evaluation, you will be evaluated based 
on transactions, defects, etc., within 
the past 12 months. For example, from 
1st March 2020 to 31st March 2021.

We evaluate your performance on 
the 20th of every month

from buyers with addresses 
registered in Region X (e.g. US)

eBay eavluates your Standards in 
Region X (e.g. US) based on

transactions, defects, etc

> 400 transactions

3 months

from buyers with addresses 
registered in Region X (e.g. US)

eBay eavluates your Standards in 
Region X (e.g. US) based on

transactions, defects, etc

< 400 transactions

12 months
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Maintaining your Seller Performance Standard (SPS)02

Three defect rates that will affect your SPS:

When a buyer opens INR and INAD cases, you have 3 days to fully resolve the issue with the buyer. 
After that period, if the buyer escalates the case to eBay, you will not be given any additional time to 
resolve the case.

If the case is ruled in the buyer’s favour (this is known as Case Closed Without Seller Resolution), you 
may incur a loss and your ratings will go down.

Item Not Received (INR) Item Not as Described (INAD) Item Out of Stock (OOS)

a b c

• Never voluntarily escalate a case with a buyer to eBay.

• Always resolve the issue with buyers within 3 days to “make things right” and appease the buyer through 
your actions.

• Do not let cases be escalated by the buyer.

Take Note
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It’s important to understand the cause of your defect and look into short-, mid-, and long-term solutions to tackle these issues 
for the health of your eBay account.

Out of Stock (OOS) points to issues with inventory management

Item Not Received (INR)

Prevent recurrence of OOS  by setting aside a separate 
inventory for eBay Eliminate the issue by investing in an Inventory Management Software

If the estimated delivery period is not over yet - provide 
tracking number & link to tracking portal. 
Tell the buyer the period is not yet over and they must wait 
until it is over to raise an INR request.

No tracked shipping
+ upload tracking on time?

Item missing
or late?

Destination country
issue?

Carrier issue?

Issue with choice of
shipping time?

Use a trackpad shipping 
solution & ensure first scan 
within handling time

Do not ship to that country
Bulk edit “Shipping 
exclusions” in your listings

Change shipping carrier

Explore choosing a longer 
shipping time

Mid-term solution Long-term solution

Short-term solutions:
Managing each occurence

Trend of repeated INR cases?

Issues Due to Solutions

If the estimated delivery period is already over and the 
tracking shows the item was deliered or rejected, provide 
tracking number & link to tracking portal. 
Tell the buyer the tracking shows delivery was successful or 
attempted and an INR request is false.

If the estimated deliery period is already over and the 
tracking shows “Processing” and other non-delivery 
statuses: 
Offer the buyer a partial refund as compensation for late 
delivery and assure that if the item does not arrive in another 
1-2 weeks, you will offer a full refund.
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Item Not as Described (INAD)

Choose from:

    Apologise, offer partial refund + buyer keeps item

After the case is settled, block the buyer.

    Apologise, offer replacement

    Apologise, accept return + you pay for return shipping. 
After receiving the item, refund the buyer.

    If you suspect foul, you can scare them off by saying that 
you have lodged a report with local police and they are 
investigating.

Issue with item?

Issue with description?

No trend of repeated cases    Learn how to appeal unfair case

   Supplier problem?

   Item problem?

Change supplier

Remove item from listings

Improve title, photos, item 
specifics.

Short-term solutions:
Managing each occurence

Trend of repeated INAD cases?

Issues Due to Solutions
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How to Manage Returns03
Returns are a hassle for both sellers and buyers alike. If an item arrives damaged or a wrong item is received 
instead, buyers would be understandably disappointed and annoyed. Even if you, the seller, pays for the return 
shipping, the buyers would still have to go through the inconvenience of having to send the parcel back to you.

As a seller, dealing with returns is not only a hassle, but also something that can affect your bottom line. Which 
means you must do all you can to minimise the risks of having items returned.

To avoid or minimise return cases, first you must know why they happen. 
There are several reasons you should be aware of:

Item arrives damaged 

Even a broken seal can be considered a 
damaged item.

Wrong item

This may include wrong colour, size, model, 
and other specifications.

Late delivery

When a parcel arrives after the Estimated 
Delivery Date.

Buyer remorse

Sometimes, you may get a fickle buyer, or a 
buyer who changes their mind for whatever 
reason.

Reasons for Returns
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Here are 2 common instances when buyers may file disputes and how you can counter them.

There may be buyers who open INR cases due to 
impatience.

If the EDD is not over yet, do provide the buyer 
with the tracking number again and reassure 
them that their item is on its way.

You can also check with the carrier to ensure the 
delivery can be made by the EDD.

Do also remind them about the stated EDD and 
emphasise that the carrier requires enough time 
to make the delivery.

Let your buyers know you are there to help and 
ask them to reach out to you first to resolve any 
problems.

Estimated Delivery Date (EDD) is not over

What you should do when a buyer files an Item Not Received (INR) 
case against you

1

If the EDD is over, you will need to be careful as buyers have a reason to 
escalate an open INR case against you.

In the case where you are at fault, how you solve the issue depends on whether 
you have end-to-end tracking for your shipment.

EDD is over2

If you do not have tracking:
 You may nicely ask the buyer to wait a little longer.

 If the item is still undelivered / missing after the extra waiting time, 
you can offer a full refund as an apology.

 Without a tracking number, you will have no protection against INR 
cases.

 Resolving a case takes time and offering compensation to the 
buyer may help with appeasing them and avoiding an INR case 
against you.

If you have tracking:
 Provide the buyer with the tracking number again.

 Add details of the delivery status.

 If the delivery status shows that it is successful, do inform the buyer 
that the parcel has been delivered.

 If the parcel hasn’t been delivered, you may nicely ask the buyer to 
wait a little longer, and offer a partial refund as a sign of goodwill.

You must upload the tracking number in the return 
request within 3 business days to prevent the buyer 
from escalating the case to eBay.

Note
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What you should do when a buyer files an Item Not as Described (INAD) 
case against you

If a buyer asks to return an item they no 
longer want, this would count as buyer’s 
remorse and said request would not be 
categorised as an INAD request.

You must perform any of the three options above within 3 business days to prevent any escalation 
of the case to eBay.

If you are in doubt, always contact your account manager to clarify on the best next steps to 
resolve the case.

Note

There are several options available to you when you receive an INAD request, including:

1. Accepting the return

You pay for shipping and send our return label or your own. Wait to get 
the item to be returned before refunding the buyer. This is especially 
important due to the possibility of fraud.

3. Issuing a full refund / partial refund

In both cases, the buyer keeps the item. For partial refunds, you will only 
have one chance to offer an amount. Partial refunds are also a useful 
option when the buyer isn’t completely satisfied with their purchase. For 
instance, if an item arrives with a minor scratch, but the buyer is happy 
to keep it.

2. Offering a replacement with a similar / different item

The buyer can still decide to get a refund instead.

The item doesn’t work / is defective.

The item doesn’t match its description/
photograph.

The item isn’t what what was ordered.

The item is missing a part / a piece.

The item arrived damaged.

The item doesn’t seem authentic.

Here’s a list of common INAD requests:    
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What you should do when:

An escalated case is unfairly ruled against you; or

There’s unfair negative feedback left by buyers; or

You have strong reason to suspect that you are 
being scammed by the buyer

The emphasis is on “unfair” and fraudulent cases:

Example: When tracking at the time of case evaluation shows that the 
item has already been delivered or was attempted to be delivered, but 
the INR case was still ruled in favour of the buyer, or the buyer left a 
feedback that the item was never received:

Seller ID  : 

Buyer ID  :

Transaction ID  :

Reason for appeal :

1

2

3

GadgetQueen-com

Jim_Lee

4Y123456VG098765R

(Clearly explain how the buyer’s feedback/ 
case is unjustified because he claims XYZ but 
you did XYZ to rectify the situation, together 
with proof)

Write to your account manager in this format:
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To-do list for Weeks 8 - 12

To-do list

Understand eBay SPS and the three defect rates that will affect your SPS

Maintain your seller standard at Above Standard or Top Rated

Understand multiple solutions in resolving various return requests
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Months 6 - 12
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 Scaling your business 
with eBay
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Months 6 - 12:
Scaling your
business with eBay

What’s inside?

Tips to get 100 feedback score 

Expand to other eBay sites

01

02

Welcome to

Introduction

Over these next 6 months, and to reach 
your first GMV US$100,000, you will 
learn:
• How to get 100 feedback score from 

buyers
• How to grow your business to other 

eBay sites
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Tips to get 100 feedback score01

When you sell an item on eBay, buyers can rate their experience with you. 
The ratings given are then added to your overall feedback and detailed rating scores.

Maintaining an excellent seller feedback would increase:

Reputation of your store Ranking in your eBay’s search result

Which automatically increases 
potential buyers’ trust and 
confidence in you.

Which translates to greater chances 
of a buyer purchasing from you.

Buyers can rate you on the following areas:

Item description Communication

Shipping time Shipping and Handling charges

How accurate is the item described in the listing. 
This includes both descriptions and pictures.

How fast you ship the order and how quickly the 
buyer receives their delivery, as well as whether 
the parcel was delivered by the promised 
Estimated Delivery Date (EDD)

Did you communicate well with the 
buyer?

Were the costs reasonable?

Good to know:
Free Shipping automatically gives 
you 5 stars!
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How to check your performance on eBay

How to get higher feedback score

Buyers can view your 
seller’s feedback 
score on your listings 
beneath your username. 
It’s displayed as a 
percentage with 100% 
being the highest score. 

Sold with Extra $10 off each item 
promotion

Sold with Extra $10 off each item 
promotion

Always leave a positive 
feedback for your buyers 
after you ship their items to 
them.

Tip: If you are a store subscriber 
of basic store and above the US, 
you can set automatic positive 
feedback for buyers here: 
https://k2b-bulk.ebay.com/ws/
eBayISAPI.dll?SMProPreferences

Leave feedback

Add tracking number

Print shipping labels or invoices

Mark as shipped

Cancel order

Add/edit note

Sell similar

Contact buyer

Report buyer

Brand A 4K HDTV

Brand X 5.1 Surround System

99% buyers had a positive 
experience dealing with you

Seller information

99% Positive feedback

GadgetQueen-com (44385      )

Example

This shows how many buyers 
have left you a feedback.

STEP 1

1
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Include a feedback card and ship it 
together with their parcel.

Example:

Encourage purchase by sending offers to your watchers

If you have watchers for your item, you can send an offer to them as such:

Go to Seller Hub > Listing

Press on “Send offer” and set either a percentage or 
amount off from your item’s original price.

Filter to “Send offers - Eligible”

1

2

3

Manage active listings

Actions

Send offers

Send offers-eligibleasdasdas asdasdasdasasdas asdasasdas asdasasdas

Photo Title

Brand B 
40L Hiking 
Backpack

Current price Promotions Views

$148.00 Volume pricing added

Buy 2 get 3% off 
Buy 3 get 5% off 
Buy 4 get 8% off

2,145

Search

Quick Filters

Summary

STEP 2 STEP 3

If your experience has been good, 
we would appreciate if you could leave us 
a 5-star positive feedback.

GadgetQueen-com
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Enable repurchasing through codeless coupon 
discount

Set up your codeless coupon discount via Promotions Manager.

Targeted offers or digital coupons allow you to provide an order 
discount to select buyers. Your offer will not be visible to any 
general buyers on the site.

A URL will be generated when you save this offer and can be 
shared with third party shopping sites included in marketing 
emails, or as part of your onsite marketing placements to drive 
traffic to the targeted offer, which will be automatically applied 
for selected buyers that clicked through. No special codes are 
needed.

3 ways to ensure your codeless coupon offers are succesful

My buyer won’t leave me 
feedback. What should I do?

If you’ve successfully 
completed a transaction with 
another eBay member and they 
haven’t left you a feedback, 
it’s fine to send a message 
as reminder. Remember 
though, leaving a feedback is 
completely voluntary. So, don’t 
push it or it may backfire.

I received negative feedback 
but I don’t think is fair. What 
can I do?

You can respond to the 
feedback and tell your side of 
the story. As a seller, you can 
also send a limited number 
of requests (5 for every 1,000 
feedbacks) for buyers to revise 
their feedback.

I received a feedback that 
violates eBay policies. What 
should I do?

If a member has violated one of 
eBay’s feedback policies, you 
can ask us to have it removed. 
Once we have reviewed it, 
we may remove the entire 
feedback, or just the comment 
or the rating.

Limit the number of 
buyers that see the 

offer so that you can 
give better discounts

Share the links on 
your social media 

channels

Increase your 
average order size 
or value threshold 

to encourage more 
spending

Frequently asked questions

STEP 4
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After you have established both a good account performance and a buyer 
base in the US, you can start looking at other global eBay sites e.g. eBay UK, 
eBay AU, or eBay DE.

There are many third party tools that can assist you to port over listing from 
one eBay site to another eBay site, as well as to manage your inventories.

Some third party tools that can help you port over from one eBay site to 
another include:

PushAuction (https://www.pushauction.com/)

Viewider (https://viewider.com/)

Soldeazy (https://www.soldeazy.com/web/)

Expand to other eBay sites02

Even though the selling fee structure involved in other 
sites are same as the US, the exact fee structure and 
store subscription packages are different. Please head 
to the respective site to check.

Selling in AU and DE region involve Value Added Tax 
(VAT). Please reach out to your AM or finance team for 
more information.

Take Note

Going into business in UK and DE with eBay 
will be a breeze!

Starting 1st Jan 2021, the current VAT 
exemption for imports of goods in small 
consignment of a value of up to £15 into the 
UK will be abolished.

eBay will collect and remit VAT of up to £135 on 
consignments imported into the UK and sold to 
customers.

From 1 July 2021, the current VAT exemption 
for imports of goods in small consignment 
of a value of up to €22 into the EU will be 
abolished.

eBay will collect and remit VAT of up to £135 on 
consignments imported into the UK and sold to 
customers.

Good News

1

2

Population size:

US: 328 million DE: 83 millionAU: 25 million UK: 67 million

£15

£22
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You can opt to use the same eBay account you 
use for the US store in other eBay sites. Just 

head over to your selected eBay site and create 
a new listing.

You can only subscribe to one store per eBay 
account. If you’ve already subscribed to the US 

store, you won’t be able to subscribe to a UK 
store.

You can create different eBay accounts 
with the same registered company 

name to specifically target buyers from 
your selected site. In that scenario, you 
can own a different eBay store tagged 

to a different eBay ID.

There are no fixed rules for expanding to other eBay sites. It all boils down to how you manage the account, 
inventories, as well as managing your selling costs.

For more information on which eBay site suits your inventory better, you can always reach out to your Account 
Manager for guidance and consultation.

2 different ways for you to expand your business:

US DE
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To-do list for Months 6 - 12

To-do list

Get 100 positive feedback score

Expand to other eBay sites

Grow your business and reach your first US$ 100,000 in sales
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Sell Globally 
24/7 on eBay
We hope that this playbook has been of 
great help to you in your cross-border 
selling journey with eBay.

The key is to persevere and optimise 
your strategies based on the latest 
market trends and eBay’s best 
practices.

When you win, we win too!

The opportunities on eBay marketplace 
are endless and we will be with you all 
the way.

Reach out to your Account Manager if 
you have any questions. We are happy 
to help, always!

Best of luck!

11:00 AM

09:00 AM

12:00 PM

10:00 PM

08:00 PM




